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1.0 About Organizations

1.2 About Torchit
Torchit is dedicated to giving back to society. The aim of this venture is to develop an Efficient and
Economical Device for Persons with Disabilities, so they can go about their lives with more
confidence and speed. Torchit is a social venture that is dedicated towards the upliftment and
empowerment of the specially-abled population.

Saarthi: Brief
Saarthi is an innovative product which can be used to sense the surroundings by the visually
impaired people, which will help them in navigate into their dark world. Saarthi can be attached to
the white cane and the user will be able to sense the obstacles through feedback in the form of a
buzzing sound and vibrating sensations. A powerful battery and micro-controller have been used to
make it more effective and long-lasting with the availability of three accurate ranges. The user can
use the device with a cane to find directions & obstacles in unfamiliar territories, whilst the device
can be used independently in familiar regions for obstacle detection. Saarthi comes with built-in
detection sensors which help the user easily and accurately identify the surroundings for the person
using the device. Owing to our mission of empowering the visually challenged, this product has
been made quite economical when it comes to the price of the product, so that maximum people
could derive its benefits.
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2.0 Background
285 million visually impaired people across the globe face multiple problems in their daily lives,
ranging from day to day indoor and outdoor travel, to getting fair employment opportunities and
even feeling left out in society. A visually impaired person can’t move around independently just
because of the fact, he/she fears the fact of getting lost or having an accident on the road, due to
the fact that their vision is acutely compromised. Additionally, 285 million people feeling left out
and not able to join the workforce due to mobility & confidence issues , cause huge loss of
human capital.

Our target group will be the visually impaired and the blind. This target group includes over 285
million people worldwide. Of these visually impaired, 36 million people are fully blind, over 12
million fully blind from India. Of these visually impaired, about 90% of the world's visually
impaired live in low-income settings and 72% of people living with blindness are aged 50 and
above. We reach them by various channels.

As seen from the chart (WHO statistics), 21% of the blind population resides in India, which will
be our first target country. China houses 24% of the blind population. Hence, our major targets
will be India.

- WHO census 2013
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http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-to-change-definition-of-blindness-reduce-number-of-blind-by-4-
million/story-HxHKeH3XpfPBEtSr2moerO.html

http://dekhon.org/facts

We believe that in the era of technological advancement, everyone should be able to get benefits
from it. And also better equipment with more functionality providing more comfort is what
makes people happy. Technology till now, has been pretty biased towards disabled people as
they are derived from contemporary technology and are stuck with the mainstream one.

Mobility aiding devices were developed to aid visually impaired in identifying obstacles that
they come across while walking. There are mobility aids which can help people with impaired
visual ability. Majorly, visually impaired people use conventional canes for their mobility. The
cane or walking stick is the simplest form of mobility aid. Conventional canes are not sufficient
in providing the correct surrounding information at an accurate time period, thereby leading to
difficulty in the mobility of visually impaired people. The visually impaired user using a
conventional cane may use the cane in one direction while the obstacle may be in the other
direction, Also, cane may not guide the user about distant obstacles and obstacles that may be
above ground level, such as branches of tree which might injure him while walking even if he
gets an idea of obstacles at ground level through the conventional cane. So, even with due care
while walking, there is always a risk of such a wrong judgment in walking and the user may get
misguided regarding the obstacles. This may result in an accident and thus one cannot fully rely
on a conventional cane as an aid.

We have access to schools, colleges and institutions serving as residential locations for thousands
of blind/visually impaired people across the region, so an active drive should be conducted to
identify, register and on-board them as beneficiaries.

A thorough assessment shall be conducted with regards to their needs for accessing assistive
devices and only people from under-privileged backgrounds shall be provided the devices free of
cost under the program. It is through our network of connected organizations that we intend to

http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-to-change-definition-of-blindness-reduce-number-of-blind-by-4-million/story-HxHKeH3XpfPBEtSr2moerO.html
http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-to-change-definition-of-blindness-reduce-number-of-blind-by-4-million/story-HxHKeH3XpfPBEtSr2moerO.html
http://dekhon.org/facts
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build the pipeline for the beneficiary’s lives to be impacted through the distribution of assistive
devices.

After the inspection of the assistive device, we have noticed that it could be the smart cane and
make blind people independent in terms of mobility. ‘Saarthi - a mobility assistive device’ for
blind people is upgrading the traditional cane in the most affordable way.

2.1 Thematic Area
We believe that the project follows the following thematic areas,
1. Health and Hygiene
2. Community Development
3. Sustainable Livelihood
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3.0 Main Proposal

3.1. Details of the Product

‘Saarthi - Smart Cane’ is an innovative product which can be used to sense the surroundings by
the visually impaired people, which will help them in navigate into their dark world. Saarthi can
be attached to the white cane and the user will be able to sense the obstacles through feedback in
the form of a buzzing sound and vibrating sensations. A powerful battery and microcontroller
have been used to make it more effective and long lasting with the availability of three accurate
ranges. The user can use the device with a cane to find directions & obstacles in unfamiliar
territories, whilst the device can be used independently in familiar regions for obstacle detection.

Saarthi comes with built-in detection sensors which help the user easily and accurately identify
the surroundings for the person using the device. The device gives off a buzz instantaneously, in
case it encounters an obstacle at a height above the knee of the person. Ergonomically designed,
this device can be mounted on and used along with the traditional white cane as well as without
it. It has a powerful battery that lasts up to 30 days, that removes the hassle of charging the
product quite often. Made out of robust material, this device has a shelf life of around 5 years.

This device can be used in three different modes, namely Indoor (2 feet obstacle detection),
Outdoor (4 feet obstacle detection) and Open Areas (8-10 feet obstacle detection).

When in familiar surroundings, the device is operated in the Indoor mode. In this mode, the
device can be detached from the white cane and be used as a torch that can detect obstacles in the
immediate surroundings of the user up to a range of about 2 feet.

When in unfamiliar surroundings, this device is operated in the Outdoor mode. In this mode, the
device can be mounted on the white cane and can be used to detect obstacles in the immediate
surroundings of the user up to a range of about 4 feet.

When in an area that is free of structures such as buildings and towers, such as parks and
recreational spaces, this device is operated in the Open Areas mode. In this mode, the device is
mounted on a white cane, as the area is still unfamiliar to the user, and can be used to detect
obstacles in the immediate surroundings of the user up to a range of about 8-10 feet.
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3.2. Specifications of product

Ultrasonic based virtually object recognizing IoT (Internet of Things) Hardware product; which
senses the objects/obstacles (living, non-living, any) around them and or its specific defined
range. Other specific and their user feedback and their experiences are detailed in the User
Experience section.
● Three ranges
● Portable
● Ergonomic design
● More Sensitive

● Advanced Controller
● 8-days battery
backup
● Uniform vibrations

● Robust
● Advanced Controller
● Compact design

● BATTERY EFFICIENCY – 15 days Battery backup
● CONTROLLER - Highly accurate and capable of storing data and processing it.
● DESIGN – Ergonomically designed.
● EXTERNAL BODY – Robust and Rust-less plastic body.
● SHELF LIFE - 5 Years
● ACCURATE –Highly accuracy, most important thing to have in our product.
● AFFORDABLE – As compared to its competitors Saarthi is an affordable solution
● ADJUSTABLE RANGES - Small, Medium and Large
● PORTABLE – Can be used as a torch and can be attached to their cane/stick.
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3.3. Distribution
The distribution of the assistive aids shall be conducted after a thorough identification &
assessment of the needs of behalf of the beneficiaries so that the beneficiaries being enrolled as
part of the program are visually impaired and belong to under-privileged backgrounds in order to
have maximum impact on the distribution of the assistive devices in their lives.

Distribution of Saarthi will last for 3 (three) month.Certain NGOs will plan the distribution
events in each district of the states. The proposed event schedule will be sent to the donor
organization.

Each distribution event includes the following:
- Inauguration of the event by the delegates
- Introducing SAARTHI to blind people by donor organization delegate/NGO Delegate:
- Introductory speech by Torchit member
- Saarthi distribution to the invited beneficiaries
- Training the teachers/caretakers of blind people of different NGOs/Schools by Torchit Team:
- Wrapping up an event with a speech from one of the delegates

Sourcing & Data Collection
The project would involve NGOs in Maharastra, Uttar Pradesh and kerala, coming together and database
collection will be primarily sourced to ensure the beneficiary pool is formulated is based out of the under
privileged section, thereby ensuring impact & empowerment of the people who are most vulnerable.

The beneficiary pool comprises of people seeking association from NGOs. The overall number of
beneficiaries identified and shall be impacted through the project is 3700.

The data collection has been done through existing engagement & impact campaigns these NGOs
organize around awareness of govt schemes, employment opportunities and assistive support. The data
source has been filtered to make sure the most vulnerable population pool is identified and maximum
impact on the underprivileged section of the pool.

Distribution and Project deliverables
The distribution shall be done through a series of events where awareness shall be built through radio &
social media campaigning, with additional outreach through district-based events where the beneficiaries
would gather and distribute the devices.

The distribution of the assistive aids shall be conducted after a thorough identification & assessment of
the needs of behalf of the beneficiaries so that the beneficiaries being enrolled as part of the program are
visually impaired and belong to under-privileged backgrounds in order to have maximum impact on the
distribution of the assistive devices in their lives.

A series of follow ups shall be made in order to have the essence of utility and sustainability support built
into the beneficiaries’ lives.

The execution shall be supported by a series of documentation on a per user level where the following
shall be provided to the sponsors and partners for evaluation with a thorough project report:

 Blind certificate – as a proof of disability
 Aadhar Card – as a proof of identity
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The impact project shall be completed in 4 phases

Phases of
Distribution

Deliverables to be achieved

Phase -1 On signing of MoU & Submission of fund request letter

Starting preparation for organizing events at various locations, printing banners and
coordination with NGOs

Phase -2 Distribution of 1500 devices.

We will Submit Fund Utilization Statement of earlier fund distribution along with
bills/receipts and detail of the beneficiary with name and address with photographs
of event in hardcopies.

Phase -3 Distribution of another 1500 devices.

We will Submit Fund Utilization Statement of earlier fund distribution along with
bills/receipts, photographs of events and detail of the beneficiary with name and
address with photographs of event in hardcopies.

Phase -4 Distribution of another 700 devices.

We will Submit photographs of events, Event report and final audited report with
fund utilization statement with certificate with bills and submission of final
distribution report with photographs in hardcopies.

Through the device, we are promoting independence to the visually impaired person to move around, gain
confidence and even get recruited to support his/her family, thereby minimizing more and more families
falling prey to the vicious circle of BOP. The sustainability impact would be in the form of improved
confidence for the visually impaired community, which would empower them to move around and take
up different roles in society, thereby adding up to the social and financial capital for the world and
contributing to their families being more prosperous.

The project envisions providing a great amount of brand and social capital in the form of product
branding with donor organization logo, brand campaigns run in support of the donor organization and all
social media campaigns.

3.4. Objectives
The broad objective is to have the beneficiaries lives more independent and convenient in
navigation centric needs thereby enabling them to be more engaged from an academic or
professional engagement prospective and find more meaning & sustainable paths in making their
lives more financially & emotionally independent.

Taking into consideration the significance of the global community as a whole, we are
determined to work towards attaining all predefined goals through our collection of various
objectives which can be exemplified as follows:

● Desiring to empower and uplift the visually impaired with the platform of these torches
so that they can obtain hassle-free movements,
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● Further, providing them with an aid to perform daily and routine tasks smoothly and
comfortably,

● Aim to create an ecosystem and model for a systematic economic development of the
visually impaired so that they are not left out and can participate and contribute fully in
the development of the nation,

● Further aim to create such an ecosystem for not just the visually impaired but nearly
every such specially enabled person,

● Recognizes the often-deplored sector for the specially abled and thus expresses to
maintain and work in this subsystem in order to strive to serve for equality,

● Taking into account the action that needs to be taken to meet the standardized goals,
the objectives are further explained as follows:

● Expresses its hope in providing employment opportunities to blind people through the
medium of Saarthi and thus not just aiding them in their routine movements but also
uplifting them by giving financial upliftment,

● To emphasize on catering to the young, budding and future responsible citizens so that
their tasks of learning skyrockets and thus supporting development of the future assets of

India.

3.5. Impact Creating
The increase in Obstacle Awareness
- Saarthi senses obstacles around and informs the same to visually impaired people
beforehand through vibrations. This can be attached to the normal white cane and can be used in
areas which are unfamiliar or new to the user.

Reduction in Collision Rate:
− In familiar areas, our main aim is to establish comfort in the lives of blind people, and in
order to do that we haven’t altered the basic comforting factor of their lives that, is the normal
white cane. It is Carter the grass route problem that every blind person would face living in our
country that is ignored by foreign products based on the same cause due to their likeness to the
problem.

The increase in the confidence of the user:
− When using the Saarthi the number of collisions will reduce drastically. Over the period
of time, the user will feel confident and will explore the surroundings more. This will have a
major impact largely because the user will come out of his confinement and take steps towards
the path of progress.

Employment:
− Through this project, we look forward to increasing the income of visually impaired
people by 40% in the next five years.
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3.6. Branding/Visibility/Mileage to donor organization from the
project.

The project envisions providing a great amount of brand and social capital in the form of
product branding with a donor organization logo, brand campaigns run in support of the donor
organization and all social media campaigns having thankful mention of the donor organization
as a great support in empowering thousands of beneficiaries in making their day to day lives
easier, comfortable and more independent.

donor organization shall be provided a special mention across all the campaigns, projects,
initiatives conducted during the course and even post execution of this project to have the
stakeholders, from management to the state govt to the end customers of the donor organization,
value the company as a great supporter of a social cause of improving & empowering millions of
lives across the country.

● In all social campaigns of NGOs covering the donor organization's logo
● Boxes having donor organization symbols are embossed.
● All events of Torch-it have branding of the donor organization's logo

o In Standee
o Brochures
o Invitation Cards

● Marketed by Donated by donor organization .
● Invitation to donor organization officials for Distribution Event
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Banner Design:

Box Design:
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4.0 Methodology

4.1. Methodology of the selection of the beneficiaries and number of
beneficiaries in detail
Torchit will conduct identification & need assessment through our partner organizations who
shall be supporting us in creating the database of the beneficiaries from visually impaired &
under-privileged backgrounds. This shall be achieved through a series of drives being conducted
to identify the beneficiaries and then assessing their needs in real life setups. The organisation
has access to schools, colleges and institutions serving as residential locations for thousands of
blind/visually impaired people across the region, so an active drive shall be conducted to identify,
register and on-board them as beneficiaries. A thorough assessment shall be conducted with
regards to their needs for accessing assistive devices and only people from under-privileged
backgrounds shall be provided the devices free of cost under the program. It is through our
network of connected organizations that we intend to build the pipeline for the beneficiary’s lives
to be impacted through the distribution of assistive devices.

These beneficiaries will be selected on the basis of an Aadhar card/Blind certificate provided by
NGOs/Schools by the Committee Constituted by NGOs.

Following is the Draft Proposed Committee constituted for the Selection of Beneficiaries
● Two Representatives from an NGO.
● Three Representatives from Team TorchIt.

In order to achieve an effective identification of beneficiaries, NGOs shall use its branches &
network to look out for candidates that need the devices in different districts across the state and
also to ensure an effective selection process, We plan to have campaigns run on radio or print
media so that institutions and candidates can connect with us and take advantage of the
opportunity at hand.

Govt data of NGO Darpan - https://ngodarpan.gov.in/

https://ngodarpan.gov.in/
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4.2 Targeted beneficiaries under proposed project

Beneficiary Population

21% of the population of Disabled resides in India which will be our first target country. China
houses 24% of the population. Hence, our major targets will be India.

With donor organizations and the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, project will
empower and uplift 3700 blind people across Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh and Kerala.

Target beneficiaries

The major target beneficiaries from this project would be the visually impaired community
located in Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh and Kerala , India. We are not only distributing a device to
a mere 3700 visually impaired people, but are creating the economic environment for the
upliftment of all Differently Abled people across India.

The target beneficiaries shall be blind//visually impaired people from multiple districts across
Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh and Kerala, including people from rural and tribal backgrounds, in
order to have maximum impact on the last mile coverage.

The direct beneficiaries of this project would be Differently Abled people, below 40 years of age,
belonging from any gender and any community group. They would get this device for free.

- Blind and visually impaired people have more than 70% blindness,
- Who has a disability certificate, issued by the Govt. of India,
- Below 40 age group people.

4.3 Team for the Project
The team for the project execution consists of the following members,

Members from NGO:

Roles and Responsibility:-
- Inviting all the blind and visually impaired people to the event
- Generating a record of the beneficiaries with their names and Aadhar numbers.
- Event organisation as per the planning
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4.4. Monitoring mechanism for the project
Monitoring is a critical part of the project execution & final impact assessment and it shall be
evaluated on the basis of the following metrics:
a) Number of organizations/institutions/beneficiaries brought into the network ecosystem for sustained

support under this and subsequent projects
b) Number of beneficiaries impacted by providing Saarthi device and training sessions for effective

mobility/navigation
c) Number of Post distribution complaints & reviews conducted
d) Donor organization Officials will be invited in each phase of distribution of Saarthi Products to the

needy people across decided location
e) Regular follow ups for the access of appropriate devices with a training through our customer

support team
f) Enrollment in the Saarthi training program to generate employ-ability through training activities

being conducted for other distributions
g) This project will be reviewed by the Project Review Committee Constituted by an NGO in

consultation with the donor organization .
h) The Implementation Team will submit a monthly progress report.
i) Impact assessment study report measuring the change in quality of life of the beneficiaries by the

Implementation team on Completion of the Project.

4.5. Details about physical and social milestones/deliverables to be
achieved

Sr. No Title Target Date (tentative)

1 Finalization 02-01-2023

2 Starting Production of Devices for Differently abled 10-1-2023

3 Packaging of the Product Third Week of January

4 Event of Distribution of Devices 15-02-2023

5 Impact Report submission 27-03-2023
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5.0 Outcomes/Result Expected

The results expected are with regard to impact on the lives of the beneficiaries with improved
navigation, lesser injuries and, most importantly, building on the sense of confidence to pursue
their academic or professional engagement, which shall result in an added essence of
independence and sustainability in the lives of the under-privileged beneficiaries.

5.1. Impact Creating

1. The increase in Obstacle Awareness
The Device senses obstacles around them and informs the same to visually impaired people
beforehand through vibrations. This can be attached to the normal white cane and can be used in
areas which are unfamiliar or new to the user. While in familiar areas

2. Reduction in Collision Rate:
Our main aim is to establish comfort in the lives of blind people, and in order to do that we
haven’t altered their basic comforting factor of their lives that, is the normal white cane. It is
Carter the grass route problem that every blind person would face living in our country that is
ignored by foreign products based on the same cause due to their likeness to the problem.

3. The increase in the confidence of the user:
When using the device, the number of collisions will be reduced drastically. Over the period of
time, the user will feel confident and will explore the surroundings more. This will have a major
impact largely because the user will come out of his confinement and take steps towards the path
of progress.

4. Employment:
We are working hard to make our impact worldwide. This device will empower blind people
which will increase their mobility and open up new job opportunities for them which will make
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them strong financially also. We look forward to increasing the income of visually impaired
people by 40% in the next five years.

5.2 Execution Plan
The executional plan starts with the project proposal submission which is expected to be done within 5-6
days. Once the proposal is approved, order for 3700 SAARTHI devices will be given to Torchit (Social
startup, Recognized by Govt. of India; DIPP No. 3354), which will take 5 days to delivery.

Meanwhile, our executives will plan different distribution events in different districts of decided states.
Executives from donor organizations will be invited to each event. The distribution and training of the
device SAARTHI will be completed within the next 15 days. All the required documents will be
maintained and the project report will be prepared and submitted to the donor organization .

The project shall be executed in a phased & planned manner where the steps of execution would include:

1. Signoff amongst stakeholders
The project would kick-start with official sign off from both stakeholders being your organization &
Torchit. This would include setting up of all final terms & conditions for the project, mutually discussing
& agreeing on the timeline and methodology of execution & signing of the MOU between all three parties
marking the agreement to their roles & responsibilities and finally by initiation of the initial tranche to
execute the project.

2. Identification & Selection of the beneficiaries for the project
We, along with the National Association for the Blind, will be leading the process of identification &
selection of the beneficiaries which includes selection of the districts to be chosen for the project
locations. The selection process shall entail utilizing blind organizations and their network with regards to
the institutional coverage and connecting with a groups of beneficiaries to facilitate the database
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accumulation and then eventually, an initial report for pinned districts and proposed beneficiary groups
shall be presented to your organization for review (if needed).

3. Distribution & Training for the beneficiaries
Once the list of beneficiaries has sought approval across the stakeholders, the distribution would be
initiated, which would include reaching out to all the beneficiaries with the right trainers. One of the
major distributions shall be facilitated in coordination with your organization’s senior officials as a major
event in order to have major promotion for your organization at senior management, government &
activist level.

All distribution & training session schedules shall be provided by our organization, in case any official
intends to overlook the process that can be facilitated.

4. Post Distribution follow up & reporting
The project shall also involve a monitoring & reporting mechanism covering different aspects of support
services and performance metric measurements, including:

 Helpline support in order for non-operational devices or training support is sought for
troubleshooting

 A reporting mechanism can be built in to provide impact assessment, helpline requests
and fulfillment timeline and any other metric on which reporting shall be sought.

5.3 Impact Assessment
Beneficiary data received from the NGO will be submitted to the donor organization with the
Project Report, which gives an initial impression of the distribution and training of the
SAARTHI.

To measure the impact, we personally call to each beneficiary within a period of 15 days after
the event and take the feedback, which shall also be given to the concerned person if asked.
- We will call them and ask for feedback
- We will provide training to each and every beneficiary
- We will organize events as ‘Distribution cum training programme for ‘Saarthi assistive
mobility device’ Donated by donor organization ’
- We will take a disability certificate xerox as a proof of Govt identity card
- Also, we will take their Aadhar card xerox as an address proof.
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6.0 Financial Implications

Sr No Details Per unit
cost (A)

Total
number of
units (B)

Total Budget
(C=AXB)

Budget for 4
months

Remarks
(Justification of
costs)

1 Saarthi Assistive
device including
White cane

INR 2500 3700 INR
92,50,000

INR 97,12,500

2 Training Will be
provided by
Torchit & cost
Included

3 Transportation
and Logistics

Included

4 GST (5%) INR 125 3700 INR 4,62,500 INR 97,12,500 HSN: 9021; 5%
GST rate

Sub Total INR 97,12,500

Administrative
cost

INR 00 Included

Grand Total INR 97,12,500

Cost per
Beneficiary

INR 2,625/-

The Project quotation would include the providing of Assistive mobility device – ‘Saarthi with
White cane’ to 3700 blind/Differently Abled people at a price point of 2,625 per device (Saarthi,
white foldable cane and pouch) including training of devices to the beneficiaries and
Transportation & Logistics. Therefore, the total project quotation including, 5% GST is
97,12,500 /-

● Training will be provided by the National Association for the Blind with certified
mobility trainers.

● Torchit has filed a patent in India for the device accuracy and usability.
● Also, this device is most affordable compared to foreign products.
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Other Devices from Abroad

‘Ultra-Cane’ has a price of GBP 590 (INR 54,335); attached screenshot.

https://www.ultracane.com/ultracanecat

https://www.ultracane.com/ultracanecat
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6.1 Tentative Payment Schedule
The funds shall be required in tranches as per the project execution framework i.e.

Milestone % of the total
project budget

Amount in
Rs.

Deliverable to be achieved

1st Payment 80% INR
77,70,000

On signing of MoU & Submission
of fund request letter

2nd Payment 20% INR
19,42,500

Upon distribution of 3700 devices,
submission of Fund Utilization
Statement of earlier fund
distribution along with
bills/receipts and details of the
beneficiary with name and address
with photographs of the event

Grand Total 100% INR

97,12,500
Ninety seven Lakh, twelve
thousand five hundred rupees
only.

The project to distribute ~3700 devices shall be carried out in 4 phases in order to ensure
effective & efficient implementation, The timelines are identification, distribution & follow up.
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7.0 Sustainability Plan:

The Bottom of Pyramid (BOP) population doesn’t intend at the bottom as, we all realize it's a
very difficult and unworthy life that they have to go through. A major deterrent that blocks a
shift of the BOP person to rise is the fact that the person can’t gain independence as some of
their family members aren’t employed thereby bringing, a huge financial pressure on the single
earner within the family. As we understand, many of the people suffering from visual
impairment come from the BOP bracket, thereby being thought of as a burden by the family,
which hampers their confidence.

Through the device ‘Saarthi’, we are promoting independence to the visually impaired person to
move around, gain confidence and even get recruited to support his/her family, thereby
minimizing more and more families falling prey to the vicious circle of BOP. With the financial
support from donor organizations, we will uplift 3700 families by providing an assistive
mobility device, 'Saarthi'.

The sustainability impact would be in the form of improved confidence for the visually impaired
community, which would empower them to move around and take up different roles in the
society, thereby adding up the social and financial capital for the world and contributing to their
families in being more prosperous.

And, once the distribution and training of 3700 SAARTHI devices is completed, Torchit
(manufacturer) is obliged to give 1-year free maintenance and service of the device to each
beneficiary.
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8.0 Conclusion
As part of the donor organization program, NGOs intend to make an impact throughout locations
to provide the platform for empowerment for all blind people of any caste, religion, color or race,
thereby creating a true inclusive impact. In our mission to do so, we have also sought support
from partners and in return we offer a proposition of an impactful project that touches and
empowers thousands of lives of the users and their families.

As part of the Project, we offer the entire distribution and training of Saarthi across any
district/area of the corporation's liking covering even the remotest of the users from tribal
sections to maximize the level of impact for the money & efforts invested by the corporation.

Torchit, in association with your organization, shall be conducting an initiative covering the
3700 visually impaired/blind population across multiple districts in decided locations to
provide them with Saarthi, an assistive mobility device to facilitate easy & comfortable
navigation for the users.

As part of the project, Torchit shall be handling the entire ambit of identification & selection,
distribution and post distribution follow up & management of the project to ensure maximum
impact and empowerment in the lives of thousands of users and millions of their families, friends
& well-wishers.

Thank you!
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